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Abstract. Information systems are socio-technical systems. Their de-
sign, analysis and implementation requires appropriate languages for rep-
resenting social and technical concepts. However, many symbolic mod-
elling approaches fall into the trap of underemphasizing social aspects
of information systems. This often leads to an inability of ontological
models to incorporate effects such as contextual dependence and emer-
gence. Moreover, as designers take the perspective of people living with
and alongside the information system to be modelled social interaction
becomes a primary concern. Ontologies are too prescriptive and do not
account properly for social concepts. Based on State-Context-Property
(SCoP) systems we propose a quantum-inspired approach for modelling
information systems.

1 Introduction

The idea of capturing and representing real world knowledge in information sys-
tems has long been recognized in many fields (see [1] for an overview). However,
the problem of solidly grounding such knowledge is widely acknowledged. Philo-
sophical debates on the foundations of knowledge date back to ancient greek
thinkers. Since then, many western philosophers have agreed that experience
of particulars as it comes moment by moment through the senses is unreliable.
Many concluded that only stable, abstract, logical, universal categories can func-
tion as objects of reference for the meaning of concepts [2]. Nowadays, classical
and rule-based approaches to conceptual modelling still consider such predefini-
tions. They rely on ontological presuppositions according to what Husserl would
have called the natural attitude, a kind of näıve positing of the world as existing
independent of the observer [3].

In the light of Husserl’s natural attitude, the ontological approach raises on-
going questions of how to adequately represent and transform the cultural world
we inhabit. Information systems are cultural artefacts and meant to represent
socio-technical phenomena. Conceptual modelling lies at the heart of their de-
sign, analysis and implementation. Here, modelling grammars like data-, object-,
or process-oriented notations provide concepts for systems analysis and design.
However, such modelling notations are limited in their expressiveness. Firstly,
modelling emergent properties of composites runs into the problem of ambiguity



so that there is no reasonable justification whether one should represent such
properties as associations or objects in their own right [4,5]. Furthermore, con-
ceptual structure changes whenever context causes it to change [6]. In predefining
(Cartesian) product spaces entities become inflexible with regard to their actual
usage [2]. For instance, the concept Chair has quite different meanings in relation
to its usage, e.g. sitting or standing on it. Secondly, formal ontologies tend to
claim the existence of things and properties (e.g [7]), however this leads to infi-
nite regress as it might be claimed that facts are meaningless and aggregation of
meaningless facts is hopeless unless their actual usage evokes relevance [8], e.g.
when disposing of a chair its affordance to sit on becomes meaningless. Even if
one aims at framing the scope, in order to distinguish what is relevant, one ends
up in infinite regress as many skills are embodied and subpersonal and thus not
accessible to deliberate distinctions. These problems have become particularly
bothersome in Artificial Intelligence (AI) where their different manifestations
are understood under the guise of the commonsense knowledge problem [8,9],
the frame problem [10] and the symbol grounding problem [11].

In this paper, we demonstrate that social concepts like Team, Group or De-
partment, can be modelled adequately beyond ontology or symbolic representa-
tions. State-Context-Property (SCoP) systems [12,13,14,15] facilitate the speci-
fication of interactions between individuals or agents in a quantum-like manner.
From the flow of mutual and directed acts states of composite concepts like Team
emerge. Such states are neither reducible to the agents from which they emerge
nor can they be specified independently from individuals. Generally, states of
concepts depend on the intent, or context, from which they arise.

This article is structured as follows: In the next section, problems of symbolic
representation are revisited. By means of an example we discuss the limitations
of formal ontology and the necessity of accounting for interaction, emergence
and context-sensitivity. In Section 3, we argue for the importance of social in-
teractions in socio-technical settings. Humans are intentional beings and relate
to each other quite differently from simple message exchange. Understanding
human communication requires to adopt different viewpoints, in particular the
intentional perspective of others. In Section 4, we formalize this understanding
of agent communication and show how to model contextual meaning as well
as emerging states of social concepts with SCoP. Lastly, in Section 5, we point
out the consequences of our approach, summarize what has been proposed and
provide an outlook towards future work.

2 Representational Modelling

In this section we briefly introduce some problems that arise within a represen-
tational approach. We will show that emergent properties arising out of contex-
tualized behaviour of interacting entities can not be modelled with traditional
modelling approaches. These difficulties have been well known in both AI and the
cognitive sciences for many years. Since they arise from the insistence of these



fields upon representation they will hold accordingly for information systems
building upon formal ontology, which is again a representational approach.

2.1 General Problems of Formal Ontology

Problems of formal ontology or symbolic representations have been extensively
dicussed in AI and the cognitive sciences, but solutions are yet to be found in
the current literature.

1. The commonsense knowledge problem [8,9] recognizes that implicit knowl-
edge is more or less taken for granted but, nevertheless, needs to be made
explicit in order to proceed with the representational project. Cumulative
aggregations of facts about the world, whether implicit or not, never solved
the problem. As Dreyfus (1991) puts it: ‘Facts and rules are, by themselves,
meaningless. To capture what Heidegger calls significance or involvement,
they must be assigned relevance’ [8]. However, such an assignment of rele-
vance just adds more meaningless facts, a problem that very quickly leads
to infinite regress.

2. The frame problem [10] is characterized by the challenge of limiting the scope
of propositions in the light of actions. Propositions represented in symbolic
terms must be updated with regard to all relevant effects caused by an action.
In order to frame the situation in hand meaningless facts must be ignored.
However, deciding relevance through reasoning on facts once again causes
the commonsense knowledge problem.

3. The symbol grounding problem [11] adds to the misery of representational-
ists in asking how the meanings of the meaningless symbol tokens can be
grounded in anything but other meaningless symbols.

4. Experiments in cognitive science have shown people generally rate guppy
neither as a good example or instance of the concept Fish nor of the con-
cept Pet, but as good example of the combined concept Pet Fish [13,14].
Hence, activiation of Pet or Fish alone does not cause activiation of guppy.
According to classical logic and set theory, joint entities are described by
means of the product state space, e.g. the Cartesian product space of Pet
and Fish. However, the conjunction of both concepts cannot describe the
situation wherein novelty (e.g. guppy) is generated.

Thus, there are some quite strong reasons to be wary of representations. In
the next section we shall focus upon some of the problems particular to social
concepts in information systems that arise within representational approaches.

2.2 Symbolic Representation of Composites

Most approaches to modelling information systems share ontological assump-
tions which determine the built-in terms offered and therefore their range of
applicability [16]. For instance, static languages provide concepts for existing
things, their attributes and interrelationships. Dynamic modelling grammars



cover temporal aspects like states, state transitions or processes. However, when
it comes to emerging or composite concepts they run into trouble. According
to Wand et al. (1999) the composite always gains at least one property that
did not exist previously [5]. For instance, consider the emergence of a team out
of a number of agents in Figure 1. According to Unified Modelling Language
(UML) [17] and Entity-Relationship Notation (ER) [18] composites can be rep-
resented as object classes (UML) or entity classes (ER): rectangles in 1a and 2a.
Furthermore, combined concepts can be symbolized as associations (UML) or
relationship classes (ER): connecting line in 1b and diamond in 2b. Obviously,
modelling combined concepts like Team is ambiguous. Generally, if a team had

Fig. 1. Representational modelling of socially emergent concepts is ambigous.
Composites like Team can be represented as objects (entities) or associations
(relationship classes).

not at least one property like number of agents it would not make sense to model
it. But how should one represent that property, as a relationship or an entity
in its own right? It was argued that if such emergent properties are represented
as relationship classes or associations between entities, the emergent property of
the composite cannot be represented [4]. Furthermore, there is no way to rep-
resent mutual properties between the composite concept and its components.
Features like the number of agents a team needs to exist, the assignment of
an agent to a team or the multiple roles an agent can occupy within a team,
are hardly represented with associations. In order to dissolve ambiguity, repre-
sentational approaches to information systems modelling suggest putting social
concepts like Team into separate ontological categories, i.e. object classes (UML)
or entity classes (ER) [4]. Thus 1a (and 2a respectively) as shown in Figure 1
should be the preferred representation. However, ontological emergence of inher-
ent high-level properties with causal powers is witnessed nowhere [19]. To claim
that social composites should be modelled ontologically as entities or objects
lacks any scientific evidence. Furthermore, irrespective of representing emergent



properties as entities or relationships, there is no chance to account for their dy-
namic nature. For instance, teams might emerge temporarily and spontaneously,
e.g. within a meeting for reasons of group work. Furthermore, a team might
modify team members and properties like purpose or duration but still remain
the same socially emergent entity with respect to its organisation, i.e. maintain
viability as a team. In summary, neither associations (UML) and relationship
classes (ER) nor objects (UML) and entities (ER) are capable of representing
part-whole relationships of social concepts adequately. Emergent properties are
not intrinsic to the composite and mutual properties belonging to both Agent
and Team are as much transient as emerging properties. Furthermore, Team
is neither separable into agents nor should Agent be specified independently of
Team. Social concepts like Team and Agent co-emerge by co-enacting each other
[20,21]. In the following section we will discuss how agents relate to each other
intentionally and how the viewpoints involved in speech facilitate the emergence
of combined social concepts.

3 Shifting Viewpoints

As discussed in the previous section, representational modelling approaches fall
short of modelling social concepts adequately. One of their shortcomings is an
inability to represent composites like Team which emerge context-dependently
in the course of social interactions between agents. In this section, we introduce
a natural account of human communication.

3.1 Social Interaction as Message Exchange

Social interactions are inherently dynamic or active. In contrast to static mod-
elling notations like ER or UML class diagrams, dynamic modelling grammars
conceptualize interactions between agents in terms of states, state transitions
and input-output behaviour (e.g. [22]). For instance, Figure 2 shows the be-

Fig. 2. In social interactions agents actively relate to each other. Agents are
conceptualized from an inside and outside view. The latter shows input-output
behaviour (left-side), whereas the former mirrors an agent’s internal behaviour
(right-side).

haviour of two interacting agents in terms of input-output relations or directed
edges thus leaving white-box behaviour opaque (left-side of Figure 2). Moreover,



internal behaviour is specified in terms of task dependencies between and within
agents (right-side of Figure 2). Sending tasks (outgoing edges) trigger receiving
tasks (incoming edges) whereas internal events (circles) denote transitions from
receiving to sending tasks and vice versa. Agents and input-output symbols (Self,
Help) are denoted by nouns, whereas sending and receiving tasks (introduce, re-
quest, provide) are labeled as verbs. For instance, Agent 1 sends a request for
help (s3) whereupon Agent 2 receives the request and replies informatively (s4).
Besides sequential behaviour as specified in Figure 2, logical operators facilitate
the modelling of more complex control-flow behaviour (cf. Figure 3). However, it
is obvious that rule-based behaviour is not the way human agents do naturally
interact and using language is much more subtle than just following patterns of
acts like sending, receiving and processing. To make this clear we need a closer
look at the speech acts involved.

3.2 Social Interaction as Shared Intentionality

According to speech act theory [23,24], human agents are conceptualized as
inherently active, intentional and embodied beings situated within their back-
ground of cultural practices and purposes, that is their contextual situation.
Intentional aspects are formalized using the fourfold structure of speech acts.
Speech acts are composed of:

1. Utterance acts (the actual embodied expression) like gestures and vocaliza-
tions.

2. Illocutionary acts (the social intention) like informing, requesting or sharing
attitudes.

3. Propositional acts (the reference to some state of affairs) like pointing or
pantomiming.

4. Perlocutionary acts (the expectation of a listener’s response) like informing,
requesting or sharing attitudes.

Speaking is primarily an intentional act of relating to the world from a first-
person point of view. Moreover, agents develop and flourish in social environ-
ments in which they share intentional and attentional states with others [25].
During the lifetime of an agent, shared intentionality settles, becomes embodied
and shapes a common ground [26]. For instance, this common ground includes
the language spoken (e.g. English), communal norms (e.g. legal terms) and social
conventions (e.g. welcoming someone to a meeting). It is through such cultural
practices and purposes that agents assign meaning to symbols and understand
intentional acts of others including the significance of being part of a community
of other agents. From the perspective of speech act theory and shared intention-
ality, Figure 2 can be interpreted quite differently. Instead of sending, receiving
and processing symbols, agents interact by actively relating to each other. Agents
do not exchange symbols but actively interpret, or bring forth, propositional con-
tent based upon a common or shared background. Hence, agents mutually and
dynamically relate to each other by actively and directly anticipating each other.
They do this through:



1. Illocutionary acts: introduce (s1 and s2), request (s3) and provide (s4)
2. Propositional acts referring to content: Self, Help
3. Perlocutionary acts: introduce (s1 and s2), request (s3) and provide (s4)

Illocutionary acts mirror the social intention of an agent, whereas perlocutionary
acts represent the anticipation of the other’s reaction. Hence, an agent’s second-
person perspective and first-person view are inseparable. Due to their common
ground agents expect one another to (re-)act according to their shared cultural
practices and purposes. For instance, as shown in Figure 2, Agent 1 expects
Agent 2 to provide support while asking for help. Similarily, agents presuppose
welcoming each other in a particular way, e.g. through hand-shaking, when they
meet. In the next section, we will formalize this understanding of human com-
munication using State-Context-Property systems (SCoP) [12,13,14,15]. We will
demonstrate that mutual anticipations based upon a common ground lead to
emerging states of composite concepts like Team which are neither reducible to
states of Agent nor can they be specified independently of Agent.

4 Conceptual Modelling beyond Ontology

It has been argued that conceptual modelling of information systems should be
carried out as the coordination of social intentions [27,22]. Social agents actively
coordinate behaviour through intentional acts such as speech acts. Based upon
a common background, intentional acts (e.g. requesting, informing or sharing
attitudes) constitute the contextual situation that evokes the meaning of an
intentional object or concept. In the following we will formalize an understanding
of concepts as the coordination of intentional acts and argue for a quantum-like
structure in social interactions.

4.1 Example

Two agents introduce each other and talk about a venture they would like to
share. In Figure 3, Agent 1 proposes an option, whereas Agent 2 either accepts
the proposal or suggests an alternative. Once both have agreed upon a venture
a new concept, Team, emerges. Team is neither modelled a priori as an emer-
gent concept having predefined properties and domain nor is it separated from
agents. Rather a team is brought forth, or disclosed, by two socially coupled
agents in action. Intentional acts s are inseparably entangled with any concept
they evoke including the emerging concept Team. Team is not ontological in
the sense of a property existing independently of an observer rather it emerges
context-dependently in the course of interactions. Compositions of intentional
acts (e.g. introduce, propose, agree etc.) constitute the context which evokes
the meaning of an intentional object or concept (e.g. Self, Venture, Team etc.).
Each agent is situated within its contextual situation from its first-person point
of view. As discussed in the previous section, the first-person perspective of an
agent is inseparably entangled with its second-person point of view, i.e. its an-
ticipation of the other’s reaction. Obviously, anticipating someone else’s reaction



to one’s own action requires a state of potentiality. Furthermore, such a state
of anticipation depends on earlier interaction dynamics, that is on previous illo-
cutionary acts and perlocutionary acts enacted from the respective first-person
perspective of the agents involved. To make this more precise, we formalize a
particular contextual situation e, shared by two or more agents, as a composition
of pathways, trajectories or sequences of intentional acts s1. Hence, contextual
situations e arise from interaction dynamics (cf. Figure 4). It is such a contextual
situation e which constitutes the meaning of a propositional content or concept
evoked by a given act s. In the following we will show that emerging concepts like

Fig. 3. Two agents talk about a venture they would like to share. Once both
have agreed the social concept Team emerges. Team is neither reducible to one
or both of the agents nor can it be specified independently of agents.

Team can be modelled adequately with SCoP. States of social concepts like Team
should neither be modelled independently from agents nor are they reducible to
one or both of the agents. Agents and Team, and more generally intentional
beings and their social understanding are mutually dependent [25].

4.2 State-Context-Property (SCoP) Systems

Let a social interaction be composed of agents and (propositional) objects each
represented as State-Context-Property (SCoP) concepts S [12,13,14,15]. A SCoP
concept S is a five tuple2.

S = (Σ,M,L, ν, µ) (1)

1 Theoretically, all conversational pathways could be modelled at once. Practically,
this is neither feasible nor desired. We will show that models as simple as Figure 3
already involve shared intentional states which can not be modelled adequately with
ontological approaches.

2 A translation of SCoP concepts into vector spaces can be found in [14].



Σ is the set of states an agent or object can attain. M is a lattice structure of
context elements e. Likewise, L is a lattice structure of properties. Both context
elements and properties can be concepts. The function ν returns the probability
of a property typical of a concept under a given context. The probability that a
contextualized state changes to another state giving rise to a new context is de-
fined in µ. Let us have a closer look at each of the components. The state p ∈ Σ

e1 = s1

e2 = s1 ∧ s2

e3 = s1 ∧ s2 ∧ s3

e4 = s1 ∧ s2 ∧ s3 ∧ s4

e5 = s1 ∧ s2 ∧ s3 ∧ s5

e6 = s1 ∧ s2 ∧ s3 ∧ s4 ∧ s6

e7 = s1 ∧ s2 ∧ s3 ∧ s5 ∧ s6

Fig. 4. Social interactions are context-dependent. A contextual situation e is
composed of interactive pathways. Interactive pathways are composed of se-
quences of speech acts s enacted from the respective first-person perspective of
the agents involved.

of an agent or referential object is dependent on the context e ∈ M . Since so-
cial interactions are essentially composed of agents intending some propositional
content, e.g. SAgent intends proposing SV enture, intentional acts form part of
the context of propositional content. For instance, as soon as one of the agents
in Figure 3 has agreed on joining a venture (context e where s5 = true or s6 =
true), states are assigned to STeam. There are three types of states depending
on context or intentional acts.

– Theoretical states are unrelated to any context. Before agreement STeam is
essentially meaningless and not evoked by any intentional act.

– Eigenstates are actualized. p ∈ ΣV enture = ‘proposed’ is an eigenstate once
the related context (context e where s3 = true) is given.

– Superposition states afford to get actualized in relation to a specific context.
A state p ∈ ΣTeam in which SAgent has not yet decided whether to propose
an alternative (context e where s4 = true) or to agree with venture (context
e where s5 = true) is a superposition state.

Agents and objects have properties a ∈ L dependent on context. For instance,
the propositional object STeam may have properties like purpose and duration
dependent on a given speech act. If the intention is proposing (s3), then STeam

has not acquired these properties yet. It acquires them with dependence upon
state and context. The function ν takes a state, context and feature and returns



the applicability of the property. Hence, (p, e, a) 7→ ν(p, e, a).

ν : Σ ×M × L→ [0, 1] (2)

For example, ν(p, e, a) could be the weight of a feature a = ‘purpose’ of the
concept SV enture in a state p = ‘confirmed’ under the context e where s6 =
true.

Similarly, the function µ describes the transition probability from one state to
another under the influence of a particular context. It takes a contextualized state
and returns the probability that it changes to another one. Hence, (f, q, e, p) 7→
µ(f, q, e, p).

µ : Σ ×M ×Σ ×M → [0, 1] (3)

For example, µ(f, q, e, p) could be the probability that state p ∈ ΣV enture =
‘proposed’ under the influence of context e changes to the state q ∈ ΣV enture =
‘confirmed’, giving rise to the new context f . In the following we will have a
closer look at context elements e ∈M .

Contextual structure in social interactions mirrors conversational progress
in terms of compositions of intentional acts. M is a complete and orthocom-
plemented lattice. Lattices are partially-ordered sets. A lattice is orthocomple-
mented if for each context element e there exists a complement e⊥. It is complete
if for each subset of M there exists both infimum (greatest lower bound) and
supremum (least upper bound). Hence, for all {ei}i∈I , ei ∈ M , there exists an
infimum and supremum. Infimum is the logical conjunction of context elements
ei ∈M .

∀i ∈ I : ∧i∈Iei ∈M (4)

The infimum requires a context f ∈M : f ≤ ej such that ∀j ∈ I ⇒ f ≤ ∧i∈Iei.
For instance, take the situation as shown in Figure 3 where s6 = true. Here,
previous actions led to a state p ∈ ΣV enture = ‘confirmed’. Several paths could
have led to this contextual situation. For instance, Agent 2 might have had to
propose alternatives (s4) before the agreement could have been established. The
infimum is the logical conjunction of such pathways all leading to an eigenstate
in the conversation. Note that for any eigenstate under context e where s6 =
true, the actual pathway is decided in real time on the fly and thus it is not yet
determined. To make this clear we need to define the supremum. In contrast to
the infimum, supremum is the logical disjunction of context elements ei ∈M .

∀i ∈ I : ∨i∈Iei ∈M (5)

The supremum requires a context f ∈ M : f ≥ ej such that ∀j ∈ I ⇒ f ≥
∨i∈Iei. For instance, in situations where an agent has to make a decision in
relation to another agent who is expecting a response, the logical disjunction of
elements ei denotes a superposition context. Whether an agreement is established



without iterative negotiations beforehand (e7) or with preceding discussions (e6)
emerges on the fly in action.

Zero context elements (0) represent context for which there are no eigenstates,
e.g. motor behaviour in relation to some external state of affairs. Unit context
elements (1) mirror context for which every state is an eigenstate, e.g. self-
movement in relation to speech. For instance, for STeam the subset {0, 1, e6, e7} ∈
P (MTeam) returns the following infimum and supremum.

e6 ∧ e7 (Infimum)
e6 ∨ e7 (Supremum)

Contextual behaviour in social interactions relates infima and suprema to
states p ∈ Σ. Suprema relate to superposition states. When a superposition state
affords to get actualized under a given context e, it changes to an eigenstate in
this context. In speech, enacting or intending propositional content actualizes a
concept’s superposition state. It is defined as as a mapping λ.

λ : M → P (Σ) (6)

The probability function λ takes a context e, maps it to a subset of Σ and returns
an eigenstate p under e. Hence, e 7→ λ(e) where λ(e) = {p|µ(f, p, e, p) = 1}. The
probability that a state p ∈ Σ under a superposition context e ∈M collapses to
an eigenstate under this context is not epistemological, i.e. due to an agent’s lack
of knowledge. From the background of a given contexual situation, actualizing
superposition states while negotiating depends on the agent’s freely performed
actions.

Generally, if for two contexts e and f , we find that e is stronger or equal
than f , then eigenstates under f include eigenstates under e. Hence, e ≤ f ⇔
λ(e) ⊂ λ(f). For instance, e1 ≤ e2 ⇔ λ(e1) ⊂ λ(e2). From (4) and (5) follows
that interaction dynamics can take different paths and thus conversations are
composed of several contextual elements ei. For infima, a state p under a context
e is only an eigenstate, if it is an eigenstate of each of the ei.

∩i∈Iλ(ei) = λ(∧i∈Iei) (7)

For instance, since λ(e6) ∩ λ(e7) = λ(e6 ∧ e7) it follows that p ∈ ΣTeam is an
eigenstate of both e6 and e7. A state p ∈ ΣTeam in which proposals were made
iteratively (s3 after s4) is an eigenstate. However, this does not hold for the
supremum which makes it quantum-like.

∪i∈Iλ(ei) ⊂ λ(∨i∈Iei) (8)

The context M of a concept evolves within λ(M) which is a closure space [12]. If
we add superposition context to the union of eigenstates then we get the closure
space λ(M) which makes a SCoP concept (agent or object) topological in the
sense that it covers all actual and possible states. Given a superposition context



e∨f , we add this context to the set λ(e)∪λ(f). Hence, for e, f ∈M : λ(e) ∪ λ(f)
is the closure space of λ(e)∪ λ(f). For instance, since λ(e6)∪ λ(e7) 6= λ(e6 ∨ e7)
(8) it follows that a state p ∈ ΣTeam under this context is a superposition state.
This is exactly the case if agents have to decide whether they want to proceed
negotiating or not. By adding the supremum e6∨ e7 to λ(e6)∪λ(e7) we gain the
closure space λ(e6) ∪ λ(e7) thus giving STeam a topological meaning. When not
in its ground state, p ∈ ΣTeam is either an eigenstate or superposition state. In
the latter case p ∈ λ(e6 ∨ e7). However, p /∈ λ(e6) ∪ λ(e7) and thus it is neither
an eigenstate of e6 nor an eigenstate of e7. Hence, the concept STeam acquires
meaning through a common background or shared intentional state p ∈ λ(e6∨e7)
composed of intentional acts or states of both agents. This nonseparability of
shared intentional states requires to adopt a second-person viewpoint where both
agents have to relate to their common proposition from the perspective of each
other. Agent 1 expects Agent 2 to agree while Agent 2 anticipates Agent 1 to
confirm venture. Obviously, such mutual expectations are at work during the
whole conversation. In our example as shown in Figure 3, it is the situation
where agents negotiate (s3 and s4) that mutual expectations and role-reversal
imitations [28] are explicitely visualized.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Representational modelling approaches are not capable of modelling social con-
cepts adequately. Putting concepts like Team or Group into ontological cat-
egories leads to an inability to incorporate effects such as contextual depen-
dence and emergence. However, as recent studies increasingly reveal, language
is context-dependent and emerges from social interactions [25]. Moreover, as
information systems are essentially socio-technical systems such effects gain im-
portance. In the end, both social and technical concepts acquire meaning through
their actual usage driven by cultural practices and purposes [28].

As a response to the lacks of expressiveness in representational approaches,
we presented a novel approach based on State-Context-Property (SCoP) sys-
tems. SCoP draws from quantum mechanics and incorporates effects such as
context, emergence and interaction. We adopted SCoP to social interactions, in
particular to social concepts which acquire relevance dependent on intentional
acts or context. Humans are intentional beings and their acquisition and usage
of linguistic constructs seems to be driven by something quantum-like. Superpo-
sition states involved in mutual expectations are not separable into individual
acts from which they emerged. Therefore, in SCoP concepts like Team gain a
structure where states involved in social interactions are neither ontological in
any agent-independent sense, nor are they reducible to agents from which their
significance evolved.

Future work will investigate how social interactions relate to machine com-
munication. Many modelling approaches to information systems development
derive from machine languages. For instance, finite-state machines process sym-
bols in order to carry out context-free tasks as defined in a rule-based manner. An



useful method for systems analysis and design could support the identification
of automation potentials based upon domain models specified with SCoP.
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